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Abstract—The dynamic weapon-target assignment (DWTA)
problem is a typical constrained combinatorial optimization prob-
lem with the objective of maximizing the total value of surviving
assets threatened by hostile targets through all defense stages. A
generic asset-based DWTA model is established, especially for the
warfare scenario of force coordination, to formulate this problem.
Four categories of constraints, involving capability constraints,
strategy constraints, resource constraints (i.e., ammunition con-
straints), and engagement feasibility constraints, are taken into
account in the DWTA model. The concept of virtual permutation
(VP) is proposed to facilitate the generation of feasible decisions.
A construction procedure (CP) converts VPs into feasible DWTA
decisions. With constraint satisfaction guaranteed by the synergy
of VPs and the CP, an elaborate local search (LS) operator, namely
move-to-head operator, is constructed to avoid repeatedly gener-
ating the same decisions. The operator is integrated into two tabu
search (TS) algorithms to solve DWTA problems. Comparative ex-
periments involving a random sampling method, an LS method, a
hybrid genetic algorithm, a hybrid ant-colony optimization algo-
rithm, and our TS algorithms show that the proposed TS heuristics
for DWTA outperform their competitors in most test cases and they
are competent for high-quality real-time DWTA decision makings.

Index Terms—Combinatorial optimization, constraint handling,
Dynamic weapon-target assignment (DWTA), metaheuristics, mil-
itary decision making, tabu search (TS), virtual permutation (VP).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE weapon-target assignment (WTA) problem is a classi-
cal constrained combinatorial optimization problem aris-

ing in the field of military operations research. Its objective is to
achieve certain tactical goals by assigning available weapons to
hostile targets at appropriate occasions. The automatic resolu-
tion of this problem becomes indispensable due to the demand
on fast decision makings in modern warfare and the advent of
more hi-tech weapon platforms, like the unmanned air vehicles
(UAVs). In fact, the WTA problem entailed by single-platform
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combat and also force coordination (see the surveys [1] and [2])
is one of the crucial issues for the automation of military com-
mand and control (C2) [3]. Besides, the WTA problem solving
can also provide some inspirations for solving other decision-
making problems (e.g., media allocation [4]).

WTA has been proved to be NP-complete [5]. It has two
versions—static WTA (SWTA) and dynamic WTA (DWTA)
[6], [7]. In SWTA, all weapons engage targets in a single stage,
and all of the parameters for the problem are known. Thus, the
goal of SWTA is to find the optimal assignment for a temporary
defense task. In contrast, DWTA is a multistage problem and
the outcome of each engagement is assessed for subsequent de-
cision makings. The goal of DWTA is to find a global optimal
assignment for the whole defense process in which the engage-
ment occasion of weapons must be taken into account. Intu-
itively, DWTA can be achieved by a series of SWTAs through
all stages. However, although SWTA can at best guarantee the
optimality of the WTA decisions for its corresponding defense
stage, the combination of all SWTA decisions may not be op-
timal for the whole defense process. Besides, the actual issue
of time windows, which limit the engagement of weapons, is
not involved in SWTA [6]. In addition to the engagement con-
straints, the complexity of DWTA problems is also caused by
resource constraints and strategy constraints [1], [8]. The rest of
this section includes a review of previous researches on WTA
and an outline of this paper.

Previous researches on WTA mainly focus on SWTA
[9]–[22]. In respect of SWTA models, Hosein and Athans [6]
proposed an asset-based SWTA model that was also used in [9]
and [10]. In the research of Karasakal, the probability to down
all incoming targets is adopted as the objective function of the
air defense WTA model for a naval task group [11]. Some schol-
ars adopted target-based SWTA models that do not employ the
value of threatened assets directly [12]–[21]. Instead, each tar-
get in this case is assumed to have certain value of threat and
the objective is to minimize the total threat of all targets. Typ-
ically, threats are assessed according to two criteria: capability
and intent [2], and the intent aspect mainly refers to the value of
threatened assets. Therefore, the asset-based WTA model can
interpret in a straightforward manner the inherent relationship
between WTA decisions and the ultimate objective of protect-
ing own-force assets. In fact, the probability model employed by
Karasakal [11] and the target-based models are just special cases
of the asset-based model proposed by Hosein and Athans [6].
Besides, the cost of weapons is also taken into account in some
models, like that in the research of Kwon et al. [22]. A more
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complicated model that considers the function of special assets
can be found in [23].

Based on the aforementioned models, varied algorithms have
been proposed to solve SWTA since the middle of the last cen-
tury. In early stages, SWTA algorithms were limited to tra-
ditional algorithms, such as implicit enumeration algorithms
and branch-and-bound algorithms [1]. With the development of
computer technology, some novel algorithms, such as neural
networks [12], genetic algorithms (GAs) [9], [13], [14], tabu
search (TS) [15], simulated annealing algorithms (SAs) [16],
ant-colony optimization (ACO) [17], and particle swarm op-
timization (PSO) [18], have been developed. Some scholars
also tried hybrid algorithms [10], [19], [20]. For example, Lee
et al. designed a memetic algorithm that combines the advan-
tages of global search (GA) and local search (LS) (greedy eugen-
ics) to solve target-based SWTA problems [19]. Besides, Ahuja
et al. successfully developed several branch-and-bound algo-
rithms and a very large-scale neighborhood search algorithm to
solve target-based SWTA problems [21]. Blodgett et al. catego-
rized WTA problem-solvers into reactive planning and delibera-
tive planning from the perspective of resource management [24].
The reactive planning uses low-level reasoning techniques for a
simple response to a situation to give a short reaction time. Due
to the virtue of real-time decision making, the reactive plan-
ning has been applied in many military systems, such as the
rapid anti-ship missile-integrated defense system (RAIDS) and
the reactive resource allocation at single ship level (RRASSL)
system [24]. In contrast, the deliberative planning, employing
sophisticated high-level reasoning techniques, involves heuris-
tic and metaheuristic methods and often takes into account the
factor of time horizon.

In contrast to SWTA, DWTA attracted more attention of re-
searchers in recent years, though it was proposed by Hosein and
Athans in 1990 [1], [7], [8], [23]–[31]. Cai et al. introduced some
basic concepts on DWTA and provided a systematic survey on
WTA problems [1]. Hosein and Athans did an early research on
a two-stage asset-based DWTA problem and proposed a sub-
optimal algorithm for finding a good solution [7]. Hosein et al.
also made some typical empirical experiments and provided an-
alytical solutions to several simple cases of DWTA [23], [25].
Khosla used a hybrid GA (HGA), which incorporates an SA-
type heuristic to solve a target-based DWTA problem [26]. In
particular, a weighted combination of threat value and option
weight is employed in the objective function of this DWTA
model. Havens models DWTA by means of simulation [27].
However, it is in fact the repetition of SWTA [8]. In the research
of Zacherl [28], a GA is employed to address the DWTA problem
regarding UAV in the mission of destroying some time-sensitive
targets, like the leader of terrorists. Note that the WTA problem
in [28] is formulated as a constrained linear 0–1 programming
model, which conceals the inherent relationship between WTA
decisions and the objective of maximizing the damage to ene-
mies. Wu et al. also used a GA to solve DWTA problems, and
the effect of time windows is integrated into the generation of
decisions [29]. However, the DWTA model in [29] is also a
repetition of SWTA models. Sikanen employed dynamic pro-
gramming to solve DWTA problems with the assumption that

all engaged targets will always be destroyed [30]. Although,
Sikanen tried to reduce the computation burden of the dynamic
programming, its computation complexity is still exponential.
Dionne et al. proposed a sequential DWTA algorithm for naval
warfare [31]. This algorithm considers all potential decisions
and also suffers from the curse of dimension explosion. Li et al.
proposed a target-based DWTA model with the objective of
minimizing the total threat of the targets that survive the final
stage of air defense operation [8].

The goal of this paper is to develop an efficient algorithm
to solve asset-based DWTA problems, involving capability
constraints, strategy constraints, resource constraints, and en-
gagement feasibility constraints. The contribution of this paper
mainly includes the following three aspects.

1) A generic defense-oriented DWTA model is established,
which takes into account different kinds of practical
constraints.

2) A technique of combining virtual permutation (VP) based
solution representation and construction procedure (CP)
is proposed to achieve the satisfaction of all constraints. It
is a new technique for constraint handling.

3) TS algorithms based on the constraint-handling technique
mentioned earlier are designed to efficiently solve DWTA
problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the mathematical model for asset-based DWTA problems is for-
mulated and some novel concepts about DWTA are presented.
In Section III, a general “virtual” representation of solutions
(decisions), termed as VP, is proposed to facilitate the gen-
eration of feasible solutions, and a CP transforms VPs into
feasible solutions. Then, an LS operator, namely move-to-head
(MtH) operator, is proposed to generate new VPs. The opera-
tor is integrated into TS algorithms to solve DWTA problems.
In Section IV, the proposed DWTA algorithms are empirically
tested in two simple, but typical cases at first. Then, a DWTA
test-case generator is designed to compare the performance of
different optimizers in solving DWTA instances of different
scales. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. DWTA FORMULATION: AN ASSET-BASED MODEL

DWTA models depend on many factors, such as defense
strategies, features of targets and weapons, and actual com-
bat situations. Different defense scenarios may require different
models. The scenario considered in this paper is narrated as fol-
lows. At certain time, the defender detects T offensive targets
with their attack aims exposed, and K assets of the defender
are threatened. There are W weapons available to intercept the
targets. Before these targets break through the defense, there
are, at most, S stages in which the defender’s weapons can
be assigned to certain targets. The value of S depends on the
distance between targets and their aims, target’s flight speed,
weapon’s regulation and launch and flight time, the delay of
data analysis, decision making, etc [11]. A general engagement
policy “shoot-look-shoot (SLS)” is assumed, which is a tradeoff
between defense effect and defense cost [7], [11], [24]–[26].
This scenario is very common within the context of naval task
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groups (e.g., carrier battle group) and ground-based air defense
systems (GBADS), which demand force coordination [2].

The expected total value of assets surviving through the whole
defense process is adopted as the objective function for DWTA
decision makings as follows:

Jt(Xt) =
K (t)∑
k=1

vk

∏
j∈Tk (t)


1 − qjk

S∏
h=t

∏
i∈Wh

j

(1 − pij (h))xi j (h)




with t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S} (1)

where t and h are the indexes of defense stage, Xt =
[Xt,Xt+1 , . . . , XS ] with Xt = [xij (t)]W ×T is the decision
variable in stage t, and xij (t) = 1 if weapon i is assigned to
target j in stage t, xij (t) = 0 otherwise, K(t) is the total num-
ber of remaining assets, and obviously, K(1) = K, Tk (t) is the
index set of the targets that threaten asset k in stage t, Wh

j is the
index set of the weapons that are assigned in stage h to intercept
target j, vk is the value of asset k, qjk is the lethality proba-
bility that target j destroys asset k, and pij (t) is the lethality
probability that weapon i destroys target j in stage t.

Definition 1 (Global decision): The decision corresponding
to the whole defense process from current stage to final stage is
termed as a global decision. In the aforementioned expression,
Xt = [Xt,Xt+1 , . . . , XS ] denotes the global decision in stage t.

Definition 2 (Executive decision): The first component of
a global decision is termed as an executive decision. Xt =
[xij (t)]W ×T denotes the executive decision in stage t.

Remark 1: In general, the DWTA procedure can be described
by the following two steps.

Step 1: Global decision making. Choose a globally optimal or
satisfactory decision scheme from the perspective of all stages.

Step 2: Implementation. Carry out the executive decision w.r.t.
the global decision made in Step 1.

After an executive decision is implemented, its defense effect
will be evaluated by observation of target states, which indi-
cates the end of a defense stage. Then, the two aforementioned
DWTA steps will proceed until all targets are destroyed or the
ammunition for weapons is used out.

The constraints involved in WTA primarily include capabil-
ity constraints, strategy constraints, resource constraints, and
engagement feasibility constraints

T∑
j=1

xij (t) ≤ ni ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S} ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,W}

(2)

W∑
i=1

xij (t) ≤ mj ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S} ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}

(3)

S∑
t=1

T∑
j=1

xij (t) ≤ Ni ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,W} (4)

xij (t) ≤ fij (t) ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S} ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,W}
∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}. (5)

The constraint set (2) reflects the capability of weapons in fir-
ing at multiple targets at the same time. Most of actual weapons
can shoot only one target at a time. Besides, a special weapon
that can simultaneously engage multiple targets can be viewed
as multiple separate weapons. In view of these facts, we set
ni = 1 for ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,W}. The constraint set (3) limits
the weapon cost for each target in each stage. The setting of
mj (j = 1, 2, . . . , T ) usually depends on the combat perfor-
mance of available weapons. In our research, we suppose that
mj = 1 for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}. This is a reasonable setting for
missile-based defense systems and the “SLS” engagement pol-
icy [7], [11]. For artillery-based defense systems, the value of
mj (j = 1, 2, . . . , T ) may be greatly increased under the same
demand on defense strength. Therefore, the constraints in (3)
can be considered as strategy constraints. The constraint set
(4) reflects, in essence, the amount of ammunition equipped
for weapons. Ni(i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ) is the maximal number of
times that weapon i can be used due to the limit of its equipped
ammunition. In the constraint set (5), fij (t) is the indication
of actual engagement feasibility for weapon i assigned to tar-
get j in stage t.fij (t) = 0 if weapon i cannot shoot target j
in stage t with any potential reason; fij (t) = 1 otherwise. The
time window of targets and weapons is the primary factor that
affects engagement feasibility [1], [8]. Some scholars also use
the term “cue” or “deadline” when referring to the issue of time
windows [24], [29]. The constraint set (5) is very important to
actual DWTA problems, since it contains the influence of time
windows on the engagement feasibility of weapons. Besides, it
also increases the complexity of DWTA problems and the diffi-
culty of generating feasible solutions. In this case, it is hard to
design a desirable operator that can generate new solutions and
guarantee their feasibility at the same time.

To sum up, the optimization model for the DWTA problem
can be formulated as follows:

maximize Jt(Xt), s.t.(2), (3), (4), (5), t = 1, 2, . . . , S.
(6)

There are at most S stages (chances) for the defender to make
DWTA decisions if the prediction, embedded in DWTA deci-
sion makings, on the tracks of targets and their speeds is accurate
enough. From the viewpoint of problem solving, there are no
essential differences between the decision makings at different
stages. Generally speaking, however, the DWTA decision mak-
ing in later stages is easier due to the reduction of targets and
available weapons.

III. DWTA ALGORITHMS

A. VP for Representation of DWTA Solutions

As a first step to guarantee the feasibility of generated so-
lutions, the concepts of available assignment pair (AAP) are
proposed for the satisfaction of the constraints in (5).

Definition 3 (AAP): An assignment pair denoted by i − j − t,
indicating that weapon i is assigned to engage target j in stage
t, is called an AAP iff fij (t) = 1.

Remark 2: Only AAPs are considered in the assignment pro-
cess so that all constraints in (5) will not be violated. In fact, all
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TABLE I
PSEUDOCODE FOR CP

AAPs can be determined by analyzing the time windows of each
weapon-target pairing. For example, the prediction method em-
ployed by Karasakal [11] or the cue-generation algorithm em-
ployed by Blodgett et al. [24] can be used as a feasible analysis
approach.

Definition 4 (Assigned AAP): For a global decision, any AAP
contained in the decision is called an AAAP. Obviously, all
AAAPs constitute a DWTA solution.

Definition 5 (Unassigned AAP): For a global decision, any
AAP that is not contained in the decision is called a UAAP.
Note that an AAP may be an AAAP for one decision (solution),
but a UAAP for another.

Definition 6 (Virtual permutation): The permutation of all
AAPs is termed as VP. Assume, for instance, that there are three
AAPs in total, denoted by AAP1 (i1 − j1 − t1), AAP2 (i1 −
j2 − t2), and AAP3 (i2 − j1 − t2), respectively. For example,
(AAP2, AAP1, AAP3) and (AAP3, AAP1, AAP2) are two VPs.

Remark 3: A VP can be regarded as an indirect representation
of certain DWTA solution. However, it needs a further treatment
to be transformed into a real DWTA solution. In the following
section, a CP is proposed to complete this task.

B. Construction Procedure

Since the satisfaction of constraints in (5) has been ensured,
the goal of the CP is to generate feasible DWTA solutions, which
satisfy all constraints in (2)–(4). To achieve this, the concept of
saturated constraint is introduced first.

Definition 7 (Saturated constraint): A constraint c(X) ≤ 0 is
said to be saturated iff the decision X results in c(X) = 0.

At the beginning of the CP, all constraints in (2)–(4) are
unsaturated. As more and more AAPs are assigned during the
construction process, some constraints may become saturated.
The pseudocode for the CP is presented in Table I.

The aforementioned procedure will add each AAP into a
DWTA solution according to the order of AAPs in the corre-
sponding VP if the operation does not violate the constraints
in (2)–(4). The combination of VP and CP lays a foundation

for utilizing various heuristics, such as TS and GA, to solve
the DWTA problem formulated in Section II without constraint
violation. Each permutation can be used to produce only one
feasible decision because the CP is deterministic. All feasible
decisions can be generated by certain permutations, but a feasi-
ble decision may not correspond to a unique VP. In the following
text on the design of different DWTA solvers, we will elabo-
rate some approaches to avoid generating the same decision
repeatedly. It should be noted that the increase in the use of
any effective weapon without the violation of constraints will
further improve the objective value, and thus, lead to a better
decision. Therefore, the decision scheme in which all APPs are
assigned will be optimal if it does not cause any violation of
constraints. In general, however, the assignment of all APPs is
infeasible due to the limitation of the constraints in (2)–(4). Al-
though the aforementioned CP cannot ensure the optimality of
generated decisions, it greatly reduces the search scope of the
DWTA problem. This is because the generated decision with
constraint saturation is the best feasible one among all feasible
decisions generated by the same permutation with or without
constraint saturation, and those inferior “unsaturated” feasible
decisions will not be produced.

C. Basic Operation of Generating New Solutions

Since the aforementioned CP is a deterministic process, the
order of AAPs in a VP is the decisive factor determining the for-
mation of a DWTA solution. Thus, it is necessary, for iterative
algorithms, to change the order of AAPs so as to generate new
solutions from old ones. As mentioned earlier, a DWTA solution
may correspond to multiple VPs. Therefore, the AAP order has
to be adjusted in a deliberative manner to avoid repeatedly gen-
erating the same solution. For this purpose, it is essential to ana-
lyze the characteristics of aforementioned AAAPs and UAAPs
at first. AAAPs contained in the same solution have no conflict
against each other w.r.t. objective function and constraints. On
one hand, this is because they correspond to different decision
components of the solution. On the other hand, the aforemen-
tioned CP ensures that AAAPs are compatible w.r.t. constraints.
Therefore, a solution will not be changed by only rearranging
the order of AAAPs in the corresponding VP. This is the same
case for the means of changing the order of UAAPs. Conse-
quently, the only feasible way of generating a new solution is to
exchange the positions of UAAPs and their AAAP competitors
in the VP. Note that an AAAP is called the competitor of a
UAAP if the AAAP has conflict against the UAAP w.r.t. at least
one constraint. A basic operation that can guarantee the birth of
a new solution is presented as follows.

MtH operation: Select m UAAPs (1 ≤ m ≤ size(SUAAP))
from a VP and move them, one by one, to the head of the VP.
Note that SUAAP is the set of all UAAPs in a VP.

It is clear that the UAAP rearranged at the head of the new
VP will become an AAAP in the solution corresponding to
the generated VP. Therefore, the MtH operation followed by CP
can generate a new solution different from the original one. This
operation will be utilized by the DWTA algorithms presented in
the following section.

Bin Xin
高亮
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TABLE II
PSEUDOCODE FOR LS

D. Tabu Search

The TS algorithm originated by Glover [32] is a well-known
intelligent computation tool for solving combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems. It is an extension of local neighborhood search
by virtue of “memory” (i.e., so-called tabu list) to avoid both
frequent cycling of operations and revisiting local optima. The
memory function of tabu list is one of the most important mech-
anisms in TS to escape from local optima. The design of the TS
for DWTA involves the following four aspects.

1) Initialization: In order to ensure the efficiency of TS in
solving DWTA problems, a construction heuristic is em-
ployed to provide initial solutions, which is somewhat
similar to that in [24]. First, the heuristic ranks all AAPs
according to their “values,” which are defined as the prod-
uct of the value of aimed assets, the lethality probability
that targets kill their aims, and the lethality probability
that weapons kills engaged targets. Then, all AAPs will
be arranged in a VP in the descending order of their ranks.
In other words, AAPs with larger values will be preferred
as the components of an initial solution. The construction
heuristic in essence is similar to a greedy algorithm.

2) Neighborhood and LS: The MtH operation presented ear-
lier will be employed here to implement LS. In particular,
we choose the parameter m = 1 for the operation. In each
operation, a nontabu AAP will be selected and moved to
the head of the original VP to form a new VP, which will
be further converted into a DWTA solution by CP. For any
VP, all VPs that can be generated from it by the MtH oper-
ation (m = 1) constitute its neighborhood. An LS will be
terminated if all neighbors of the starting VP are visited.
The pseudocode for the LS is presented in Table II.

3) Tabu list and tabu tenure: After each MtH operation dur-
ing LS, the generated UAAPs, which are AAAPs in the
original solution, will be put into a tabu list if the resulting
solution brings the improvement of objective value rel-
ative to that of the original solution. The UAAPs in the
tabu list will not be considered as the candidate for MtH
operations. They will be released after a tenure of te times
LS. The tenure parameter te is randomly selected from a
predefined range with its lower and upper bounds denoted
by tmin and tmax , respectively.

The improvement of objective value can be ascribed to
the addition of a new AAAP. While the new AAAP is im-

ported, some old AAAPs are excluded and changed into
UAAPs in the new solution, indicating that these excluded
AAAPs comparatively have less contribution to objective
value. However, the excluded AAAPs may be reused im-
mediately in subsequent operations to produce solutions
previously visited, which results in an undesirable short-
term cycling. This is the consideration based on which the
tabu list is designed.

4) Diversification strategy (DS): The tradeoff between di-
versification and intensification is a common and crucial
issue in the design of metaheuristics [33], [34]. The LS
mentioned earlier can be viewed as an implementation
of intensification. Here, two diversification strategies are
proposed as follows in order to achieve a better tradeoff.

Diversification strategy 1 (DS1): If no better solution can
be found in the neighborhood of a solution, an MtH op-
eration with the value of its parameter m selected from
{2, 3, . . . , size(SUAAP)}will be executed on the best VP found
so far, and followed by CP to provide a starting solution for
subsequent LS. Note that the selection of UAAPs in this case
is not confined by the tabu list, which is to say, any UAAP can
be chosen for the MtH operations during diversification. The
probability for m = i (i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , size(SUAAP)}) is set as
follows:

prob(m = i) =
2(r + 1 − i)

r(r − 1)
, with r = size(SUAAP).

Obviously, smaller values are preferred with the aforemen-
tioned probability distribution function for the setting of m,
which tends to benefit the inheritance of good building blocks
in the current best solution.

This DS can de facto be categorized as a random restart
strategy based on a diversified version of the global best solution
[34].

Diversification strategy 2 (DS2): If no better solution can be
found in the neighborhood of a solution, all AAPs will be ran-
domly permutated to generate a new starting VP for subsequent
LS. In contrast to the first DS, this strategy is of a pure random
restart type.

Remark 4: As a common ingredient of TS, aspiration criteria
are often utilized to allow the tabu status to be overridden in cases
where the forbidden UAAPs exhibit desirable properties [34].
In fact, this measure has been incorporated into the DS in which
the tabu function will be disregarded. The diversification brings
more opportunities for those excluded AAPs to compete against
their competitors, which are inferior to them. No doubt, it is one
of the most important mechanisms for TS to be endowed with
the ability of global optimization.

To sum up, the flow of the proposed TS algorithm is stated as
follows.

Step 1 (Initialization): 1) Use the “greedy” construction
heuristic to obtain the initial virtual permutation VP0 and imple-
ment the CP to generate the corresponding DWTA decision X0 .
2) Evaluate the objective value of the initial decision and record
it as the current best one: Xbest = X0 , VPbest = VP0 , and
Jbest = J(X0). 3) Set the starting VP and its corresponding

Bin Xin
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TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE TS ALGORITHM TS-DS1 FOR DWTA

decision and objective value: VPs = VP0 , Xs = X0 , and
Js = J(X0).

Step 2 (Main Loop): If termination criteria are satisfied, out-
put the current best decision and its objective value and stop the
algorithm. Execute the procedure Local_search(VPs ,Xs). If
no decisions are better than the starting solution during the LS,
adopt the diversification strategy, DS1 or DS2, to acquire a new
starting virtual permutation VPs and its corresponding decision
Xs , and then, rerun Step 2; otherwise, denote by Xl and VPl

the discovered locally optimal decision and its VP, respectively.
Let Xbest = Xl , VPbest = VPl , and Jbest = J(Xl) if Xl is
better than Xbest . Choose the local optimum as a new start-
ing solution: Xs = Xl , VPs = VPl , and Js = J(Xl). Rerun
Step 2.

Remark 5: For convenience of differentiation, we term the
TS variants with the first and second diversification strategies
as TS-DS1 and TS-DS2, respectively.

E. Computational Complexity Analysis

Considering the main operations involved in the proposed TS
algorithm (TS-DS1) for DWTA, we summarized the worst-case
computational complexity of the algorithm in Table III. The
total computational complexity can be divided into two parts—
the complexity contributed by initialization and that caused by
the main loop of the algorithm. The initialization includes the
ranking of all AAPs, the CP, and function evaluation for the
initial solution. It should be noted that the time complexity of
a desirable algorithm for an L-sized ranking (sorting) problem
is O(L · log L) [35]. Besides, the ranking algorithm will take
up at most L memory units to achieve its function [35]. In or-
der to ensure the feasibility of a solution, the CP will check, in
the worst case, the saturation states of all constraints regarding
all AAPs, which will take at most L basic operations. Mean-
while, the CP will use L, W × S, T × S, and Wmemory units,
respectively, to record the saturation states of four kinds of con-
straints. Considering that each target can threaten at most one
asset since we have assumed that their aims are exposed, we
will only implement the computation regarding each asset and
its threats. Besides, it is clear that the number of targets is not
less than that of the threatened assets (T ≥ K). Therefore, the
time complexity of the objective function evaluation [see (1)]
will depend on the numbers of the targets, weapons, and stages,
regardless of that of the assets (K). From (1), the worst-case

time complexity of function evaluations can be easily derived
as O(W · T · S).

The main loop of the algorithm also includes three parts—
LS, diversification, and function evaluation. The computational
complexity of LS is mainly caused by its CP, since the MtH
operator involved only implements a simple move operation
(see Section III-C). Due to the same reason, the computational
complexity of diversification is comparative with that of LS.

To sum up, we can conclude that the total time complexity of
the algorithm TS-DS1 is mainly caused by function evaluation.
This is because the ranking operation is implemented only once
at initialization and the time complexity of ranking and the other
operations is negligible in contrast to that of function evaluation.
Besides, the space complexity of TS-DS1 is mainly caused by
the CP.

With the setting of the maximal number of function eval-
uations Nfe = 5W · T · S employed in Section IV, the worst-
case time complexity of TS-DS1 can be further simplified as
O(W 2 · T 2 · S2). This is because the term O(L · log L)is com-
paratively negligible, due to L ≤ W · T · S.

The TS variant TS-DS2 has the same worst-case space com-
plexity, but a slightly heavier runtime complexity. The diver-
sification strategy DS2 relies on a random permutation of all
AAPs, whose time complexity is akin to that of a ranking algo-
rithm. The theoretical results of time complexity analysis agree
very well with the observations, as shown in Table VIII, in our
experiments on scalability performance.

F. HGA and Hybrid ACO for DWTA

Both GAs and ACOs are recognized as efficient optimizers for
solving complicated optimization problems, which is validated
by large numbers of applications of the two optimizers [9], [13],
[14], [17], [36]–[40]. Since it has been widely validated that
LS can improve the performance of GAs [41]–[43], we adopt
here an HGA combining the respective advantages of GA and
LS in global exploration and local exploitation. The HGA is
also termed as memetic algorithm or genetic LS in the literature
[41]–[43]. For ACO, we also incorporate LS techniques into
its optimization procedure. In fact, LS techniques are usually
included in state-of-the-art ACO algorithms [44]. In order to
use HGA and hybrid ACO (HACO) to solve DWTA problems,
the basic operations in the two population-based metaheuristics
(e.g., the crossover and mutation operators in HGA) have to be
elaborately designed. The operations embedded in HGA and
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HACO are adapted to DWTA problem solving in the following
way.

1) Solution representation (for HGA)—VP followed by CP:
This is the same strategy employed in the aforementioned
TS heuristics.

2) Crossover (for HGA)—Two-parent crossover for one
child: Two individuals in the current population will be
randomly selected as parents. The same AAAPs shared
by the two parents will be kept in the offspring and moved
to the head of the offspring’s VP. This strategy follows the
basic idea in evolutionary computation that “good” genes
should be inherited.

3) Mutation (for HGA)—Two-exchange mutation: Randomly
select an offspring generated by crossover. Select a UAAP
and one of its relevant AAAPs from the offspring to be
mutated, and exchange their positions to generate a new
VP. Note that one AAP is said to be relevant to another
AAP iff they share at least one identical element (weapon,
target, or stage), which means that they have potential con-
flicts against each other w.r.t. certain constraints. Bearing
much similarity with the MtH operator earlier, the ex-
change of a UAAP and its relevant AAAPs will produce a
new DWTA solution. In fact, the MtH operator can also be
used for mutation operation. However, the two-exchange
mutation can give birth to more different offspring than the
MtH operator, since only one AAAP can be determinately
replaced by selected UAAP in the MtH operation.

4) Selection (for HGA)—(µ+ λ) ES (evolution strategy) se-
lection, where µ is population size and λ is the number
of offspring created: The process will eliminate redun-
dant individuals and retains the best µ individuals. This
selection scheme has been proved efficient in achieving
the exploration–exploitation tradeoff in many researches
and widely used [19], [41], [45].

5) LS (for both HGA and HACO): We apply the LS used in
our TS heuristics to GA and ACO. Refer to Section III-D
and Table II for details on the LS procedure. In addition,
it should be noted that the tabu list is not used when the
LS is applied to GA and ACO.

6) Restart-based diversification (for HGA): If the average
fitness (objective value) of the population is not changed
for more than 30 generations [41], the whole population
will be randomly reinitialized and evolve from new start-
ing points. This strategy represents an escape mechanism
from suboptimal regions of the search space.

To sum up, the operation of HGA can be concisely
depicted as follows:

where P (t) is the population at the tth generation, S, M ,
C and LS represent the selection, mutation, crossover, and
LS operations, respectively. Note that the crossover and

mutation operations will be implemented λ times at each
evolutionary generation to generate λ offspring.

For fair comparisons with proposed TS algorithms, the
first individual in the initial population of both HGA and
HACO is provided by the “greedy” construction heuris-
tic employed by the TS algorithms (see Section III-D).
The remaining initial individuals in the form of VPs will
be randomly generated and kept identical for HGA and
HACO.

The operation of the HACO can be briefly described by
the following pseudocode [46]:
Procedure HACO
Set parameters, initialize pheromone

trails
Repeat
ConstructAntsSolutions
ApplyLocalSearch
UpdatePheromoneTrails

Until termination criteria are sat-
isfied
End Procedure

7) Solution construction and pheromone update (for HACO)
[46], [47]: In ACO, ants (i.e., solutions in the form of VP)
are generated by constructive heuristics. The components
of each VP will be generated one by one according to the
following pheromone-based selection probability:

Pk
ij (t) =

[τij (t)]α [ηij (t)]β∑
l∈N k

i
(t) [τil(t)]α [ηil(t)]β

j ∈ Nk
i (t), k = 1, 2, . . . , PS

where Pk
ij (t) is the probability of choosing AAPj for the ith

position of the VP for ant k at generation t, τij (t) is the corre-
sponding pheromone trail intensity; initially, all trail intensities
are set at the same value τ0 = PS J∗, where J∗ is the objective
value of the first ant provided by the aforementioned “greedy”
construction heuristic, which shares much similarity with the
setting suggested in the literature [46]. ηij (t) is the correspond-
ing heuristic value (say “visibility” in the literature [46], [47]);
we set ηij (t) = value(AAPj )(see Section III-D for the defi-
nition of AAP value); a larger AAP value tends to result in a
larger selection probability. α is trail importance factor; we set
α = 1according to the suggestion in the literature [46], β is visi-
bility importance factor; we set β = 2 [46], PS is the number of
ants (population size), and Nk

i (t) is the set of all APPs allowed
for the ith VP position of ant k at generation t.

The updating method of pheromone trail intensity is shown
as follows:

τij (t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij (t) + ∆τij (t)

∆τij (t) =
Ps∑

k=1

∆τk
ij (t)

∆τk
ij (t) =

{
Jk , if VPk

i = AAPj

0, otherwise .

where ρ is pheromone evaporation rate (0 < ρ < 1); this
factor is crucial to the tradeoff between intensification and
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diversification for ACO, a large ρ will benefit diversification
(exploration) and weaken intensification (exploitation), and
vice versa; we set ρ = 0.5 according to the suggestion in the
literature [46], ∆τij (t)is the incremental trail intensity of the
pair (i, j) at generation t, ∆τk

ij (t) is the contribution of ant k to

∆τij (t), Jk is the objective value of ant k, and VPk
i is the ith

VP component of ant k.
It is evident that ants with larger objective values have more

contribution to pheromone increase, which potentially draws
more attention to promising regions in the search space.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

In this section, a random sampling (RS) method, an LS based
on MtH operations and random restart strategy (LS-MtH&RR),
the proposed TS algorithms including TS-DS1 and TS-DS2, and
HGA and HACO will be experimentally compared. Note that RS
is a statistical method without the use of information accumu-
lated during its sampling process. Typically, each sampling (i.e.,
the generation of each VP) is achieved by a pure random permu-
tation of all AAPs like the restart approach employed in TS-DS2.
In the family of iterative search methods, RS is the easiest one,
but it is insensitive to local optima due to the independence
among samplings. It is shown in our previous research that RS
will become an efficient optimizer when the global optimization
of problems relies heavily on exploration [48]. LS-MtH&RR
is essentially the LS method presented in Table II with the
MtH operation (m = 1) employed. LS-MtH&RR adopts the
same construction heuristic, as that in TS-DS1, to obtain its
initial solution. When an LS is over, the search process will
be restarted by the random permutation approach employed in
DS2. In essence, LS-MtH&RR can be regarded as a multistart
LS method.

In order to make a general performance analysis of these al-
gorithms, a DWTA test-case generator will be constructed later
to produce DWTA instances of different scales for a scalability
test of DWTA algorithms. The tested algorithms will be termi-
nated if the maximal number of function evaluations (Nfe) is
reached. All algorithms were performed on a PC with Intel(R)
2.8 GHz CPU and 4.0 GB internal memory.

For HGA, the tested values for its parameters µ and λ in-
clude µ = 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 and λ = 1, 5, 10, 20,
50, 100, 200, and 400. We used six DWTA instances of dif-
ferent scales provided by the test-case generator presented in
the following section to make an experimental analysis of these
settings. According to our preliminary test results, the combina-
tion of µ = 20 and λ = 20 gives the best performance in almost
all cases. Therefore, we used this setting for HGA throughout
the comparative experiments later. For HACO, we also tested
similar settings, including Ps = 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200, in
the same way. It was observed that smaller population sizes es-
pecially Ps = 20 lead to better results. Accordingly, we chose
Ps = 20 for the population sizing of HACO.

A. DWTA Test-Case Generator

As a preparation for testing the performance of different al-
gorithms in solving DWTA problems of different scales, we

developed a test-case generator at first. Given the input pa-
rameters W , T , K, and S, the generator will automatically
produce the DWTA parameters V = [vk ]1×K , Q = [qjk ]T ×K ,
P = [pij (t)]W ×T ×S , F = [fij (t)]W ×T ×S , and N = [Ni ]1×W .
The details are presented as follows.

1) V = [vk ]1×K : vk = 10 + 90 ∗ rand, k = 1, 2, . . . , K:
The values of assets are randomly generated in the interval

(10,100). Each asset is threatened by at least one hostile target,
which means T ≥ K. In our research, we set T = K. For con-
venience without loss of generality, we assume that the aim of
the kth target is the kth asset (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K).

2) P = [pij (t)]W ×T ×S ,Q = [qjk ]T ×K :

pij (t) = pL + (pH − pL )rand1 , for i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ;

j = 1, 2, . . . , T ; t = 1, 2, . . . , S

qj,k(j ) = qL + (qH − qL )rand2 , for j = 1, 2, . . . , T

where pL and pH are the lower and upper bounds of the lethality
probability that weapons kill engaged targets, respectively, qL

and qH are the lower and upper bounds of the lethality proba-
bility that targets kill their aims, respectively, k(j) denotes the
serial number of the asset threatened by the jth target, rand1 and
rand2 are random numbers generated from the interval (0,1).

3) F = [fij (t)]W ×T ×S :

fij (t) = [sign(rand3 − pf ) + 1]/2, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ;

j = 1, 2, . . . , T ; t = 1, 2, . . . , S

where the function sign(·) is equal to 1 if its argument is positive,
−1 otherwise, rand3 is a random number generated from the
interval (0,1), and pf is the probability that fij (t) is equal to 0
and we set pf = 0.5 in the following test.

4) N = [Ni ]1×W :
The parameters Ni (i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ) are randomly selected

from the integer set {1, 2, . . . , S}.
B. Parameter Settings for TS-DS1 and TS-DS2

Considering that each LS will visit at most size(SUAAP)
solutions, we relate the setting of the two tenure parameters tmin
and tmax to the problem-dependent parameter size(SUAAP).
The following settings for the two parameters [tmin , tmax] are
included for a comparative numerical analysis.

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 0.2] (No. 1), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 0.3]
(No. 2),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 0.5] (No. 3), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 0.7]
(No. 4),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 1.0] (No. 5), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 1.5]
(No. 6),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.1, 2.0] (No. 7), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.3, 0.5]
(No. 8),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.3, 0.7] (No. 9), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.3, 1.0]
(No. 10),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.3, 1.5] (No. 11), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.3, 2.0]
(No. 12),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 0.7] (No. 13), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 1.0]
(No. 14),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 1.5] (No. 15), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 2.0]
(No. 16),
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Fig. 1. Statistical results on the relative performance of TS algorithms with
different tenure parameter settings. (a) TS-DS1. (b) TS-DS2.

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.7, 1.0] (No. 17), size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.7, 1.5]
(No. 18),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.7, 2.0] (No. 19), size(SUAAP) ∗ [1.0, 1.5]
(No. 20),

size(SUAAP) ∗ [1.0, 2.0] (No. 21), size(SUAAP) ∗ [1.5, 2.0]
(No. 22).

According to the analysis results on computational complex-
ity presented in Table III, we relate the setting of the maximal
number of function evaluations (Nfe) to the problem-dependent
parameter W · T · S, which determines the size of DWTA prob-
lems to a large extent. In order to identify a desirable setting
of tenure parameters at first, we set Nfe to be a large enough
number 50W · T · S to ensure stable results. We used ten dif-
ferent DWTA instances, randomly generated by the test-case
generator, to check which combination of the aforementioned
settings can produce the best results. To save space, we will not
present the details on these instances. Regarding each instance,
we ran the TS algorithms with each setting 50 times and used
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [49] with 95% confidence level
to carry out paired comparisons. In each paired comparison,
the setting producing better results than another one with 95%
confidence level will earn one point. The total points earned by
each setting over ten DWTA instances are presented in Fig. 1.
The results shown in Fig. 1 indicate that, for both TS-DS1 and
TS-DS2, the tenure parameter setting labeled as No. 14, i.e.,
[tmin , tmax] = size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 1.0], is a better choice.

For the sake of curtailing running time while retaining
decision-making quality, we also analyzed the time with which
stable results were achieved during the aforementioned test for
the determination of tenure parameters. In the aforementioned
test, we recorded the accumulated number of function evalua-
tions when TS algorithms found their best solutions in each case.
It should be noted that what we concern here is the recorded
number with regard to the best tenure parameters. Denote by
Nr the recorded number. Then, a statistical analysis of the in-
dex Nr/(W · T · S) will benefit appropriate settings for Nfe .
The statistical results of this index are shown in the form of box
plots in Fig. 2. It is easy to see from Fig. 2 that Nfe = 5W · T · S
is a good choice for the setting of maximal number of function
evaluations. With this setting, we can observe the stable re-
sults, without large extra time cost, for all of the ten DWTA in-
stances. Based on the aforementioned observations, we adopted
the parameter settings [tmin , tmax] = size(SUAAP) ∗ [0.5, 1.0]
and Nfe = 5W · T · S for subsequent experiments on perfor-
mance comparisons.

Fig. 2. Statistical results on the index Nr /(WTS) for TS algorithms with best
tenure parameters. (a) TS-DS1. (b) TS-DS2.

C. Simple DWTA Tests

All DWTA algorithms involved will first go through the
performance comparisons by two simple, but typical DWTA
instances originated, respectively, from naval single-platform
combat and ground-based air defense systems (GBADS). In
order to evaluate the performance of tested algorithms for the
whole defense process, the Monte Carlo method (MCM) was
executed to statistically simulate the result of stochastic events
including the damage of targets and assets. Assume that the
probability that an event occurs is p and the MCM generates
a pseudorandom number rand (0 < rand < 1). The event is
confirmed to occur iff rand < p. The simulation of the whole
decision-making process follows the DWTA procedure men-
tioned in Section II. Each algorithm runs 50 times for the deci-
sion making on each DWTA instance.

1) Single-Platform Combat—A Naval Warfare Scenario: In
the naval single-platform combat scenario, a warship without
any assistance has to protect itself against the hostile targets, e.g.,
air-to-surface missiles (ASMs). There is only one asset (i.e., the
warship itself) threatened by the enemies, which means K = 1.
In this sense, the scenario can be viewed as a special case of the
general DWTA problem formulated by (1)–(6). Note that the
asset value has no essential influence on DWTA decision mak-
ings, since there is no need for the defender to make decisions
on which asset to protect as a priority. Thus, we assume, for
simplicity, that the value of the warship is one. The following
are a brief description of a scenario similar to that used in the
literature [24] and the indexes of weapons and targets.

Three hostile ASMs are on their way to attack the warship. The
warship has five available weapons, including two guns, two surface-
to-air missile (SAM) launchers, and one close-in weapon system
(CIWS) to defend itself.

Weapons: w1—Gun, w2—Gun, w3—SAM, w4—SAM, and
w5—CIWS; Targets: t1—ASM, t2—ASM, and t3—ASM.

The parameters for the DWTA instance are presented in
Table IV. For comparison, the TS heuristic proposed by Blodgett
et al. [24] for naval single-platform combat was also employed
in this test. The statistical results are presented in Table V. The
involved performance indexes include the following:

1) proportion of the times in which the warship is confirmed,
according to simulation results, to survive the whole de-
fense process (Pts);
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TABLE IV
DWTA PARAMETERS FOR THE NAVAL SINGLE-PLATFORM COMBAT SCENARIO

TABLE V
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF DWTA TEST FOR THE NAVAL SINGLE-PLATFORM COMBAT SCENARIO

2) average expected probability, with respect to the first
global decision, that the warship finally survives the whole
defense process (P̃s);

3) computation time (total decision-making time-barring
simulation time).

Regarding the last two indexes, we employed the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (95% confidence level), like that employed in
Section IV-B for parameter setting, to make paired comparisons.
The earning points of TS-DS1 and TS-DS2 against their com-
petitors are bracketed in Table V. As shown in Table V, TS-DS1
outperforms all of its competitors in the aspect of both decision-
making quality and computation time. The earning point of
TS-DS1 indicates that the advantage of TS-DS1 over any of its
six competitors is statistically significant. TS-DS2 also has a
desirable performance, and it is only inferior to TS-DS1. The
advantage of TS-DS2 over LS-MtH&RR validates the effec-
tiveness of the tabu mechanism, which is the unique difference
between the two algorithms.

HGA performs better, with regard to decision-making quality,
than RS, HACO, LS-MtH&RR, and the TS proposed in [24].
However, its time cost compared with the other algorithms is too
large, which is mainly due to its crossover operations spending
much time on the identification of common “genes” in par-
ents. In contrast to HGA, HACO is less time-consuming, but its
decision-making quality is worse.

2) Force Coordination—A Ground-Based Air Defense Sce-
nario: In this DWTA test, each algorithm also ran through all
stages, and the average total value of finally surviving assets
(ATVFSA) in 50 runs was evaluated and compared. An illus-
tration for the combat scenario is shown in Fig. 3. The as-
sets, targets, and weapons are labeled by “a,” “t,” and “w”
plus their serial numbers, respectively. The dashed lines with
arrows in Fig. 3 indicate the attacking aims of targets. The
parameters of the DWTA instance are presented in Table VI.
The statistical results are presented in Table VII in the form of
ATVFSA, the average expected total value of finally surviving

Fig. 3. Combat scenario for GBADS.

assets (AETVFSA) analyzed at the first stage, and the computa-
tion time (total decision-making time-barring simulation time),
respectively, plus their corresponding standard deviations. The
earning points of TS algorithms based on the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test (95% confidence level) are also included in Table VII.
Note that AETVFSA is in fact the mean of finally discovered
best objective values corresponding to the global decision at the
first stage.

The main conclusions drawn from Table VII are very similar
to those in the first DWTA test on naval single-platform combat.
TS-DS1 in this test is also the best DWTA algorithm. TS-DS1
produced better DWTA decisions in a relatively shorter time.
The advantage of two TS methods over RS, HACO, and HGA
is prominent, since the time costs of the two TS variants with
better or comparative decision-making quality are only about
half of RS, and even much less than those of HGA and HACO.
Again, TS-DS2 performs better than LS-MtH&RR, indicating
the merit of tabu mechanism.

In addition, the results indicated by AETVFSA agree very
well with those by ATVFSA, which rely on MCM simulations
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TABLE VI
DWTA PARAMETERS FOR THE GROUND-BASED AIR DEFENSE SCENARIO

TABLE VII
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF DWTA TEST FOR THE GROUND-BASED AIR DEFENSE SCENARIO

TABLE VIII
STATISTICAL RESULTS ON SCALABILITY TEST OF DWTA ALGORITHMS

to some extent. However, the values of the first stage AETVFSA
in all cases are obviously smaller than those of ATVFSA. This is
mainly because the stage-by-stage damage of targets decreases
the defense pressure, and the DWTA problems for later stages
turn easier.

D. Scalability Test Base on the Test-Case Generator

In this test, we used the DWTA test-case generator established
in Section IV-A to compare the scalability performance of all
DWTA algorithms involved. The number of stages (S) was fixed
at four. The setting of the other input parameters W , T , and K
includes the following cases:

W10T10K10 (No. 1), W50T50K50 (No. 2),
W100T50K50 (No. 3), W50T100K100 (No. 4),

W100T100K100 (No. 5), W100T200K200 (No. 6)
and W200T200K200 (No. 7).

For the two simple DWTA instances in previous sections,
we utilized the MCM-based simulation to evaluate the global
decision-making quality of different algorithms throughout all
defense stages. This simulation-based multistage evaluation is
beneficial to observe accumulated performance differences of
these algorithms in making DWTA decisions at multiple consec-
utive stages. However, from the viewpoint of problem solving,
there are no essential differences between the decision makings
at different stages. In each stage, the decision-maker behaves
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Fig. 4. Convergence curves of five DWTA algorithms.

identically, thinking about a “global” problem, but carrying out
a “local” decision (i.e., executive decision). Therefore, for the
purpose of revealing the performance differences of different
algorithms, it is sufficient to only consider the global DWTA
decision making in the first stage. The tested algorithms were
used to make DWTA decisions for the aforementioned test cases
(No. 1–No. 7) provided by the test-case generator. Experimental
results are presented in Table VIII, including the statistical re-
sults on AETVFSA and computation time, as well as the earning
points of TS algorithms based on the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(95% confidence level). The convergence curves for TS-DS1,
TS-DS2, LS-MtH&RR, HGA, and HACO are shown in Fig. 4.

According to the statistical results in Table VIII, TS-DS1 out-
performs RS, LS-MtH&RR, TS-DS2, HGA, and HACO in the
aspect of decision-making quality as well as computation time.
By comparing the results produced by RS and the starting values
of convergence curves in each case, we can make sure that the
greedy construction heuristic employed by LS-MtH&RR, HGA,
HACO, and two TS variants, did provide them “good” starting
points. TS-DS1 has obvious advantage over TS-DS2 especially
in solving DWTA problems of larger scales, which demonstrates
the efficiency of the DS based on random restart from current
best solutions. In contrast to TS-DS2, HGA and HACO pro-
duced better solutions, but both of them have a large time cost.
The convergence curves indicate that TS-DS1 also has obvious
superiority over LS-MtH&RR, HGA, HACO, and TS-DS2 in
the aspect of convergence speed. Besides, TS-DS2 outperforms
LS-MtH&RR in solving the seven instances of different scales,
which further proves the effectiveness of tabu mechanism.

When solving the instance No. 7 with 200 targets and 200
weapons, even the time cost of the best algorithm (TS-DS1), as
much as about 8 min, is usually unacceptable for practical real-
time decision making. However, TS-DS1 and TS-DS2 can solve
the DWTA instances from No. 1 to No. 4 within a few seconds.
Note that there are 100 weapons, 50 targets, and 4 stages in the

instance No. 3, which corresponds to a representative DWTA
scenario of large scale in practice. In the instances No. 5 and
No. 6, TS-DS1 and TS-DS2 took a few minutes to make a final
decision. The time cost may be unbearable in practice, but it can
be reduced by the use of more advanced computing platforms.
On the whole, the TS methods proposed in this paper, especially
the variant TS-DS1, are competent for DWTA decision makings.

E. Discussion

For search-based DWTA algorithms, such as TS heuristics,
GAs, and ACOs, the tradeoff between intensification and di-
versification is a key point in determining their global opti-
mization performance. The DWTA algorithms involved in this
paper adopt different paradigms to achieve the exploitation of
accumulated information during search (intensification). For ex-
ample, the TS methods employ LS for intensification. In addi-
tion to LS, HGA and HACO also utilize crossover operation
and pheromone exchange, respectively. It is expected that these
exploitative operations will benefit the identification and preser-
vation of good building blocks for high-quality solutions. On the
implementation of intensification, one significant issue is how
to avoid revisiting local optima and discover worse solutions.
Obviously, LS-MtH&RR, HGA, and HACO do not include any
mechanism to address this problem. Thus, it is rational to an-
ticipate the relative reduction of search efficiency about these
algorithms. No doubt that one of the most important factors
contributing to the success of TS-DS1 is the utilization of tabu
mechanism. Another important issue about intensification is the
time complexity of intensification operations. As indicated by
the experimental results, the operations of HGA and HACO
are very time-consuming, though HGA and HACO have some
superiority over TS-DS2 in many cases. Novel operators with
convenient implementation and low time complexity are worth
further research.
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On diversification strategies, the superiority of TS-DS1 over
TS-DS2 indicates that the strategy of random restart from
current best solutions employed by TS-DS1 is more efficient.
The random permutation strategy employed by TS-DS2, which
is of pure random restart type, completely discards accumulated
information in the process of diversification. In contrast, the
random restart in TS-DS1 favors to some extent the inheritance
of potentially useful information contained in current best
solutions. This is the main difference between the diversi-
fication strategies, respectively, employed by TS-DS1 and
TS-DS2. Therefore, the DS with a better tradeoff between the
exploration of unexplored problem space and the exploitation
of accumulated information is another important factor for the
success of TS-DS1.

Last but not least, the exploitation of problem characteristics
should be integrated into the design of search-based DWTA
algorithms. Problem-specific knowledge is a valuable aid to
guide search process and reduce problem difficulty. In this paper,
we used some knowledge on the DWTA problem in the process
of generating initial solutions. It will be a promising attempt to
further incorporate the knowledge into the whole search process.

V. CONCLUSION

TS-based DWTA algorithms were proposed to solve a generic
asset-based DWTA problem incorporating capability con-
straints, strategy constraints, resource constraints, and engage-
ment feasibility constraints. The combination of a VP-based rep-
resentation and a CP ensures the satisfaction of all constraints.
This technique of constraint handling without any specific re-
pair operators or penalty functions enhances the efficiency of
generating feasible solutions. A greedy construction heuristic
is utilized to provide good initial solutions for the TS methods.
Two diversification strategies are employed and experimental re-
sults show that the strategy based on random restart from current
best solutions can lead to better DWTA decisions. The proposed
algorithm TS-DS1 outperforms an LS method (LS-MtH&RR),
an HGA, a hybrid ant-colony algorithm, and another TS variant
(TS-DS2) in DWTA test cases of different scales. It can produce
high-quality DWTA decisions with desirable computation costs
in solving large-scale DWTA instances, like those including 100
weapons, 100 targets, and 4 defense stages.
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